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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is based on the papers [4], [5], [6], [11] and [12]. 

Together with De Groot, Strecker and Herrlich, I studied the background 

and some generalizations of the isomorphism principle of [4]. The results 

of these investigations have been or will soon be published in [5], [6], 

[11], [12] and in this thesis. In general we shall not refer to these 

papers. On the other hand some of the main results presented in this 

thesis were found independently by the author and will be pointed out in 

this introduction. 

Several problems related to the isomorphism principle were.solved by 

investigating the notion of compactness from a set-theoretical point of 

view. Alexander's gubbase theorem was crucial in this context and there-

fore we give a detailed proof and a set-theoretical reformulation of this 

well known theorem in the first section of the first chapter. 

The second section of this chapter contains the definition of the 

compactness operator p which assigns to every collection,15 of subsets of 

a given set X the collection p15 of all subsets of X which are compact rel-

ative to 15 (where 15 is considered a closed subbase for some topology 

on X). We also introduce an auxiliary operator y which can be called the 

"topology generating" operator. We prove that p and y generate a finite 

semigroup under the usual compositions. 

In the third section I prove the most important result of this 

chapter, namely, a stvengthening of Alexander's subbase theorem. To be 

explicit, let X be a set, let 15 be a collection of subsets of X and let 
~ 2 ~ .,, 
15 = y (15U p 6), then pl5 = pl5 and moreover, in many important cases, 15 is 

the unique maximal collection of subsets of X with the property that 

pE; = pl5. The results of this section were also found independently by 

De Groot and Strecker. Lemma 3.1 is published here for the first time, 

In the second chapter we investigate a topological isomorphism prin-

ciple. Following [4], we introduce the notion of a minusspace which is an 

ordered pair (X, @) consisting of a set X and a collection of subsets@ 

which satisfies the equality y@ =~-We also introduce the notion of an 

antispace which is a minusspace (X, @) with the property that p2@ = @. 
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The most important class of antispaces is the class of topological anti-

spaces or C-spaces. This class is closely related to the class of com-

pactly generated spaces and contains, for example, all metric spaces and 

all locally compact Hausdorff spaces. In the first section we give a 

survey of the theory of C-spaces. The results published in this section 

are slight generalizations of well known results for compactly generated 

spaces. However, I proved an essentially stronger result in the last 

proposition of this section which is important for the characterization 

of the compactness operator in the class of C-spaces. 

The second section of this chapter contains, in addition to the 

basic definitions, an application of the third section of chapter I which 

provides some correspondences between the class of all spaces in which 

compact implies closed and the class of compact antispaces. We were able 

to describe the k-expansions (compare with [1]) in this context. 

The main results of the third section of the second chapter have not 

been published in the papers which are mentioned before. In this section 

I introduce the notion of an antisubspace. With this basic notion I was 

able to characterize the class of all antispaces and the class of all 

isomorphic images of C-spaces, i.e., the class of c*-spaces. Although the 

class of C-spaces is not closed under the forming of subspaces, it fol-

* lows that the class of C -spaces and the class of all antispaces are both 

closed under the forming of antisubspaces. 

In the third chapter I consider the following problem: Give neces-

sary and sufficient conditions for a collection~ of subsets of a given 

set X which guarantee that~ is the collection of all compact subsets 

relative to some family of subsets of X. This problem appeared to be dif-

ficult and I only give partial solutions to it. I also prove in this 

chapter a characterization of the compactness operator p in the class of 

Tychonoff spaces and in the class of C-spaces. We conclude this thesis 

with some problems which are related to the characterization of the notion 

of compactness and which may be useful for further investigations of this 

subject. 

I want to express my gratitude to Dr. G.E. Strecker and to the mem-
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bers of the department of pure mathematics of the Mathematical Centre 

for their stimulating discussions and remarks. 

I am grateful to Dr. G.A. Jensen who kindly read the manuscript. 

I am indebted to Mrs. H. Roque, to Mr. D. Zwarst and Mr. J. Suiker 

for the typi·ng and printing of this thesis. 





Chapter I 

A generalization of Alexander's theorem 

Alexander's subbase theorem (cf. [7], p. 139) states that a set is 

compact if and only if it is compact with respect to a closed (or open) 

subbase of the topology. (Because of our needs in the following we shall 

prefer to talk about closed subbases). Since every collection of subsets 

generates (as a closed subbase) a topology, we can assign to every col-

lection 6 of subsets of a fixed set X the collection p6 of subsets of X 

which consists of all subsets of X which are compact relative to 6. Thus 

we define an operator p which assigns to every collection of subsets of 

some set the family of compact sets relative to that collection of sets. 

This operator is called the compactness operator., 

In the first section, in an introduction to the topic, we give some 

basic definitions and a detailed proof of Alexander's theorem and its 

set-theoretical reformulation which we need in this thesis. In the second 

section we study the compactness operator and its basic properties. The 

third section is primarily concerned with deriving a strengthening of 

Alexander's theorem. 
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1. Alexander's subbase theorem 

1.1. Definition. Let (X,'.t> be a topological space. A collection~ 

of subsets of Xis called a closed base for !t if and only if every 

closed set is the intersection of members of~. 

A collection 6 of subsets of Xis called a closed subbase for !t 
iff the family of all finite unions of members of 6 is a closed base 

for !t. 

1.2. Remark. Any family 6 of subsets of X may serve as a subbase 

for a (uniquely determined) topology !t. (Observe that 6 may be empty). 

This is true because of the fact that in the definition,inter-

sections and unions of empty families are permitted. (For example, 

if 6 = 0, then l: = {0,x}). 
However, for later purposes (see in particular theorem 2.5 and the 

remark in 2.4) we would like to avoid this latter convention (see also 

definition 2.2). 

To be explicit, we make the following agreement: If 6 is any 

family of subsets of X, then by an intersection (a union) of members 

of 6 we shall always mean an intersection (a union) of a non-empty 

subfamily of 6. If 6 = 0, then the family of all intersections and the 

family of all unions is also empty. 

With this convention it is no longer true that any family 6 of 

subsets of Xis a closed subbase for a topology. Since the only sets 

which might be excluded from the topology are the sets 0 
and X, we agree that the topology l: generated by 6 will be the topology 

generated by the subbase 6 U {0} U {x} (taking only unions and inter-

sections of non-empty families). 

1.3. Definition. A system 6' of subsets of a set Xis called 

centered iff every finite intersection of members of 6' is non-empty. 

A system 6' of subsets is called centered in A or A-centered, provided 

that 6' U {A} is centered, i.e. ,the collection {s n Als E 6'} is 

centered. 
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1.4. Definition. Let X be a set and 6 a collection of subsets 

of X. A set ACX is called &compact or compact relative to 6 

provided that every A-centered subsystem 6' of 6 has a non-empty 

intersection with A. 

i.e. (n 6') n Ai 0 . 

Observe that Ac Xis also &compact if no member of 6 has a 

non-empty intersection with A. (In particular A= 0 is &compact). 

1.5. Lemma. Let X be a set and let 6 be an arbitrary system of 

subsets of X. If 6' is a centered subsystem of 6, then there exists 

a maximal centered subfamily 6 of 6 which contains 6'. 

Proof, The proof of this lemma is a straightforward application 

of Zorn's lemma. 

1.6. Lemma (Key lemma). 
~ 

Let 6 be a maximal centered subfamily of a system of sets 6 and 
n 

assume that 6 contains a set S = i~l Si such that every Si is a 

member of 6. Then at least one of the Si belongs to 6. 

Proof. Suppose that no Si belongs to 6. Then for every i, the 

system 6 U {s.} is not centered and there must exist a finite sub-
1 

family {sik} of 6 such that 

Therefore 

and 

en s.k> n s. 0. 
k 1 1 

n n 
en <n s.k>>- n < u S_) 
i=l k 1 i=l 

n 
< n en s.k>> n s 0. 
i=l k 1 

1 
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However, this is a contradiction, since 6 is centered. We conclude 

that at least one of the Si must belong to 5. 

1.7. Proposition. If a set Xis compact relative to a family 5 
. V of subsets of X, then it is also compact relative to the family 5 

consisting of all finite unions of members of 5. 

Proof. Suppose that 5' is a centered subsystem of 5v. Then 5' 
~ V is contained in a maximal centered subsystem 5 of 5 (cf. 1.5). Since 

every member of 5 can be written as a finite union of members of 5 
V (which are also members of 5 ), lemma 1.6 implies that every member 

of (5 has a subset which belongs to 6 n 5. It follows that n 6 = 
= n <Ei n 5>. 
Moreover, 5' c (5 implies that 

n @i c n 5'. 

The system 6 n 5 is centered and,consequently, n5' i 0 follows from 

the fact that Xis 15-compact. This proves that X ts compact 

relative to 5v. 

1.8. Proposition. If a set Xis compact relative to a family 5 of 

subsets of X, then Xis also compact relative to the family Efl consist-

ing of all intersections of members of 5. 

Proof, Let 5' be a centered subfamily of Efl. Then every member 

of 5' is the intersection of a collection of members of 5. We define 

6 1 = {sis E 5 & (i S' E 5')(S' cs)}. 
5" is centered because 5' is centered. 

Moreover, 5" c 5 and X is 15-compact. Consequently n 6' 0, and hence 

n 5' 0. This implies that Xis compact relative to Efl. 

1.9. Alexander's subbase theorem. 

A (non-empty) set Xis compact relative to a family 5 of subsets of X 

iff Xis compact relative to the family@ consisting of all intersections 

of finite unions of members of 5, i.e.,@= (Eiv)n. 
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Proof. The sufficiency is clear. The necessity follows immediately 

from propositions 1.6 and 1.7. 

Topological reformulation. A topological space (X,~ is compact 

if and only if it is compact relative to an arbitrary closed subbase 

for the topology l:. 

1.10. Remark. By relativization one can prove that a subset A of 

a set Xis compact relative to a family (5 of subsets of X iff A is 

compact relative to the family@ consisting of all intersections of 

finite unions of members of (5. We reformulate this result as follows. 

1.11. Theorem. The family of compact sets relative to a collection 

of subsets (5 of a set Xis equal to the family of compact sets relative 

to the collection consisting of all intersections of finite unions of 

members of (5. 

This theorem is fundamental throughout this thesis. 
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2. The compactness operator 

In this section the compactness operator P is defined and its 

basic properties are studied. As an aid in the investigation of p 

we define another operator Y which can be called the "topology gener-

ating" operator. It will be shown that with the usual compositions 

p and y generate a finite semigroup. Its structure will be determined. 

2.1. Definition. Let X be a (non-empty) set and let <5 be a collec-

tion of subsets of X.We denote by pX(5 the family of all &compact subsets 

of X. Px will be considered as an operator defined on the family of all. 

collections of subsets of X. We call PX the compactness operatQr on X. 
If confusion seems unlikely, we shall write p(5 instead of px(5• 

We make two observations. 

1) pX<5 is never empty (pX0 = ~(X)) l). 

2) If <5 cl: then pl: c P<5. 

2.2. Definition. Let X be a set. If <5 is a collection of subsets 

of X, then we denote by YX<5 the collection of all intersections of 

finite unions of members of <5. 

According to our agreement in remark 1.2, in this definition 

unions and intersections of empty families are not allowed. (Note that 

2.3. Remark. Observe that both YX and PX are mappings from the set 

~(~(X)) l) into itself. Therefore we may consider compositions between 

those operators which are defined in the usual way as compositions of 

mappings. 
1 

In particular we obtain powers of operators. If we let PX= PX, 

then we define for every natural number n 

2 
for every collection <5 of subsets of X. The collection PX<5 is called 

l) The power-set of a set X will be denoted by ~(X). 
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the collection of 6-squarecompact subsets of X. 

Observe that YX6 is independent of X in the following sense: If 

Y is any set such that lJ(5 c Y, then Yy6 = YX6. 

We will usually omit the index X in the notation of both single 

and composite operators. 

From these definitions it is immediate that 

(1) y O y = y 

i.e. y(y6) = y6 for every 6 

Furthermore, theorem 1.11, which is itself a reformulation of Alexan-

der's theorem,can be formulated as 

(2) p O y = p 

i.e. p(y6) = p6 for every 6. 

2.4. Lemma. Let X be a set and let 6 be a collection of subsets 

of X. Assume that C is an &compact set and Eis &squarecompact. Then 

C n Eis both 6-compact and &squarecompact. 

Proof. (i) Suppose that~• is a subsystem of p6 which is centered 

in C n E. Then~• U {c} is a subsystem of p6 which is centered in E, 

and so the fact that Eis &squarecompact implies that 

This intersection is equal to 

en ~· > n cc n E) 

and therefore C n Eis squarecompact. 

(ii) Let 6' be a subsystem of 6 which is centered in C n E. Then 

the system 

6" = fs n c Is E 6' l 
is a subsystem of P6, since every member of 6" is the intersection of 

a set of 6 and a set which is compact relative to 6. Furthermore, the 

system <5" is centered in E and thus 
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en 6"> n E -1:. 0, 

en 6'> n cc n E> -1:. 0, 

which implies that C n Eis compact relative to 6. The two parts to-

gether prove the lemma. 

It is well known that finite unions of compact sets are compact 

and in certain (but not all!) topological spaces (e.g. Hausdorff 

spaces) also the intersection of a (non-empty!) collection of compact 

sets is compact. The next theorem shows that in any space finite 

unions and arbitrary intersections of squarecompact subsets are again 

squarecompact. 

2.5. Theorem. Let X be a set and let 6 be a collection of subsets 

of X. Then a finite union of members of P26 is a member of P26 and 
2 

every intersection of a (non-empty!) subfamily of P 6 is a member of 
2 

p 6. 
The content of the preceding theorem can also be formulated as 

2 2 (3) y O p = p 

i.e. 
2 2 y (p (5) = p 6 for every 6 . 

Proof. p
26 is the collection of compact sets relative to P6 and 

2 2 therefore a finite union of members of p 6 is a member of p 6. 
To prove the second assertion, let~• be a non-empty subfamily 

2 2 of P 6, and let E0 = n ~•. We will show that E0 belongs to P 6. Note 

first that if E0 is empty,then it is squarecompact since there can 

be no subsystem of p6 which is centered in E0 . Thus we may assume that 

E0 is not empty. Let~• be a subsystem of p6 which is centered in E
0

. 

In order to prove that 

we introduce another centered system, namely, 

~" = {c n E le E ~· & E E ~·}. 

Every member of~" is &compact by lemma 2.4. Let E1 be a member of 
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G:', then (S:" is centered in E1 . From the fact that E1 is &square-

compact it follows that 

We conclude that 

This proves our theorem. 

2.6. Proposition. Let X be a set and let 6 be a collection of 
3 

subsets of X. Then p6 c p 6. 

Proof. Let CE p6 and let G:' be a (non-void) subcollection of 
2 

p 6 which is centered in C. By lemma 2.4 the system 

G:" = f c n E I E E G: • } 

is a subsystem of P6. Moreover, if E1 is an arbitrary member of 
2 " G:' (c P 15) then G: is centered in E1 and so 

It follows that 

3 
Consequently C E P 6 and hence 

2.7. Theorem. If Xis a set and 6 is a collection of subsets of 

X ,then 

2 4 
p 6 = p 6. 

Proof. Proposition 2.6 applied to p6 yields 

P26 C P46. 
To prove the opposite inclusion, we suppose that E is a member 

4 
of P 6 and <S:' is a subsystem of P6 which is centered in E. Then by 
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3 proposition 2 .6, (S:' c p E5 and therefore 

<n (S:') n E -/. 0. 
2 4 2 This implies that EE P E5 and p E5 c p Ei. 

4 2 We conclude that P E5 = p Ei. 

We may restate the preceding theorem as follows 

4 2 
(4) p = p • 

2.8. Remark. In this section we have found four relations between 

P and y 

(1) y O y y, 

(2) p if~y = p, 

(3) 2 2 y 0 p = p , 

(4) 4 2 
p = p 

It is now easily verified that p and y generate a semigroup with 

the following multiplication table. 

E5 2 3 y p p p yp 

y y yp p~ p;:s YP 
2 3 2 2 

0 p p p p p 
2 2 3 2 3 3 

p p p p p p 
3 3 2 3 2 2 

p p p p p p 
2 3 2 2 

yp yp p p p p 

2 In this table y is a right unity, and P is an idempotent. 

Associativity follows from the definition. 

We now exhibit an example of a set X together with a collection E5 

of subsets such that all elements of the corresponding semigroup are 

distinct. It is clear that in this example E5 cannot generate a Hausdorff 

topology, since in that case we always have yp = P. 

Example. Let X be the cartesian product of the set of all ordinals 

less than the first uncountable one and a two point set. We will denote 
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the points of X by (a,s). Let 6 be the collection of subsets of X 

which consists of all singletons and of all sets S which are the 

inverse image,under the canonical projection,of closed subsets of 

the ordinals in the order-topology. This collection 6 is not closed 

under finite unions and hence Y6 is not equal to 6. The collection 

P6 consists of all subsets of X whose image,under the canonical mapping 

into the set of ordinals with the order-topology, is compact. The collec-

ticn YP6 consists of precisely all of the countable subsets of X, and the 

collection P26 consists of all finite subsets of X and hence every sub-
3 

set of Xis a member of P 6. 

It follows that all collections are distinct. 

This example shows that in general there do not exist other 

defining relations between P and Yin the semigroup than the four 

which are mentioned above. 

We conclude this section with some further results concerning 

the operator p and its powers. 

Note that the next two propositions are closely related to 2.4. 

2.9. Proposition. Let X be a set and let 6 be a collection of 

subsets of X. If n is any natural number, GE 6 and EE Pn6 then 

Proof. (By induction on n). 

Since it is well known that the intersection of an element of 6 

and an element of P6 is again an element of P6, the assertion is clear 

if n 1. 

Suppose next that the assertion is true for all natural numbers 
n-1 

< n - 1. Let~• be a subcollection of P 6 which is centered in 

G n E. To prove that 

en~·> n CG n E> i 0, 

we define 

.. = { c n GI c E ~·}. 

n-1 By the induction hypothesis this collection is a subcollection of p 6. 
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Since is:" is centered in E and E E PnE5 it follows that 

i.e. (n ~•) n (G n E) i 0. 

Consequently 

Remark. Observe that from Alexander's lemma it follows that 

since P 1\E5 = P nE5 for every E5. 

2.10. Proposition. Let X be a (non-void) set and let E5 be a 

collection of subsets of X. 
2 3 

If E E P (5 and F E P (5, then E n F E PE5. 

Proof. Suppose that EE P26 and FE P36. If (5' is a subsystem of 

(5 which is centered in En F, then the system 

ES"= {s n Eis E ES'} 

""'" . 2""' ( ) E 3""' is centered in F."' is a subsystem of P"' cf. 2.9 and F P "-'• 

Thus we have 

rn ES'> n <E n F> = en ES"> n F i 0. 

We conclude that En Fis &compact,which proves this proposition. 

2.11. Corollary. For every set X and every collection (5 of subsets 

of X we have 

Proof. Follows immediately from 2.6 and 2.10. 

2.12. Remark. It is well known that a subset of a topological space 

is compact if and only if this set is compact in its relative topology. 

We can ask now whether or not this statement remains true when compact 
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is replaced by squarecompact. We now give an example which shows that 

in general this is not true. 

Example. Consider a sequence fpi} converging to a point p 0 . In 

this sequence with the usual topology, all finite sets and all sets 

containing p 0 are closed, compact and squarecompact, whereas the set 

{p. Ii~ o} is not squarecompact. 
1 

The subspace {p. Ii~ o} is discrete in the relative topology. 
1 

Therefore, every subset of this subspace, and in particular the set 

{p. Ii~ o} itself ,is squarecompact in this subspace. 
1 
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3. A strengthening of Alexander's theorem 

In this section we investigate the following question. Given a 

collection 6 of subsets of a (non-empty) set X, which collections 6 

of subsets of X satisfy the conditions 

(5 c (5 and p(5 = P6? 

According to Alexander's theorem one can always take (5 = y(5. 

We shall strengthen this result and give necessary and sufficient 

conditions which guarantee that there exists a maximal collection 6 
with the required properties. 

3.1. Lemma. Let X be a set and let (5 and l: be two collections of 

subsets of X. Then 

P(5 n Pl: = P ((5 U l'.) 

if and only if for all C, Sand T 
< cc E P6 n Pl:> & cs E y(5) & ci E Yl:> > 

«c n s E Pl:> & cc n i E P(5)). 

Proof. To see the necessity,suppose first that there exist a set 

S E Y(5 and a set C E P(5 n Pl: such that 

C n S I:_ Pl:. 

This means that C n Sis non-empty and that there exists a subfamily 

l:' of l: which is centered in C n Sand which has the property that 

en l:'> n cc n s> = 0, 

or equivalently <<n l:'> n s> n c = 0. 

l:' U {s} is a subsystem of Y(6 U l:)·which is centered in G and hence 

C f:. PY (6 U l:) . 

It follows from Alexander's theorem that 

C I:_ P ((5 U l:). 

Therefore 
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In the same way we can prove that if there exist a set CE p6 n p!t 

and a set TE Y!t such that 

T n C P6 

then we have that 

P6 n P!t -/,. P (6 LJ !t) . 

The two parts together prove the necessity of the condition. 

To see the sufficiency,assume that for all C, Sand T such that 

C E P6 n P!t, S E y6, T E y!t 

it is true that 

C n T E P 6 and C n S E P !t. 

A set which is not a member of P6 n P!t is either not &compact or not 

!t-compact and so clearly cannot be compact relative to 6 U !t. This implies 

that 
(i) P (6 LJ !t) C p6 n P!t. 

To prove the opposite inclusion, assume that there exists a set c
0 

which is a member of P!t n P6 but not a member of p (6 U !t). Then there 

exists a system@ c 6 U !t with the property that@ is centered in c
0

, 

whereas 

We now define two disjoint subsystems of@ with union@ as follows: 

and 

Since 

®s { al a E @ & a I:. !t } 

{ al a E @ & a E !t }. 

@ C 6 
s 

and since ®sis centered in c0 , the fact that c0 is &compact implies 

that 



Since c 0 E pl: n p6 and 

<n @ ) E y6 
s 

we have by assumption that 

C E Pl:. 
s 

Therefore, it follows from 

and 

@ C l: t 
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=<n@>nc =0 0 

that @t cannot be centered in Cs. Consequently, there exists a finite 

subsystem of @t, call it 

such that 

Now let 

n 
< n at.> n c 0. 
i=l 1 s 

n 
ct=< n ati> n c 0 • 

i=l 

The set Ct cannot be empty, because@, and therefore @t,is centered 

in c 0 • n 

Since c 0 E p(5 n Pl: and ( n Gti) E Yl:,we have by assumption that 
i=l 

Therefore it follows from 



and 
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n 
en@> n < n ati> n c 0 = 

s i=l 

n 
= < n ati> n cs= 0 

i=l 

that ~s cannot be centered in Ct. 

Consequently there exists a finite subsystem of @s' call it 

such that 

It follows that 

The system 

{G .\j = 1, ... , m}, 
SJ 

m 
< n a .> n ct= 0. 
j=l SJ 

m 
< n 
j=l 

{G .!J = 1, •.. , m~ U {Gt.Ii= 1, ••. , n} SJ l. 

is a finite subsystem of@ which has an empty intersection with c 0 and 

so@ is not centered in c 0 • This is a contradiction. 

We conclude that 

(ii) pE5 n pl: C p(E5 LJ Z). 

From (i) and (ii) it follows that 

pE5 n PZ = p (E5 U Z) . 

3.2. Corollary. If Xis a set and E5 and Z are two systems of sub-

sets of X with the property that Pei= PZ, then 

P(E5 U Z) = PE5 = Pl:. 
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Proof. Let C E p6 n pl: (= p6 = pl:). 

If S E Y6, then 

S n C E P!t = P6. 

(The intersection of an &closed set and an &compact set is &compact). 

Similarly, if T E Y!t, then T n C E Pei = Pl:. 

Thus the conditions of the preceding lemma are fulfilled. Hence 

P (6 U 2:) = P6 n P!t = P6 = P!t. 

3.3. Remark. If {6i}i is a finite collection of systems of subsets 

of a given set X such that 

P6i = P6j for all i and j, 

then it follows from the preceding corollary that 

P (U 6.) = P6. for all j. 
i l. J 

The question arises whether or not the same conclusion is valid for an infinite 

collection {6.} .• We show by means of the following example that this 
l. l. 

need not be the case 

Example. Let X be an infinite set. For every subset A of X we define 

a collection of subsets 6A as follows: 

Thus EiA consists of the set A and all sets that contain exactly one 

point. Then PEiA is the power-set of X and so 

P6A = P~ for all ACX and B c X. 

On the other hand, since it is also the case that 

is the power-set of X,it follows that 
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consists of all finite subsets of X and hence 

We also show that there is no maximal collection of subsets of X 

with the property that every subset of Xis compact relative to this 

collection. For, suppose that iS is a maximal collection of subsets such 

that p(S is the power set of X. Then iS cannot contain every subset of 

X and so there exists a subset A such that At 6. Then the collection 

iSA which is defined above has the property that p(SA = p(S and therefore 

P(Ei U iSA) = p(S (cf. 3.2). 

This contradicts the assumption that iS is maximal. We conclude that for 

every infinite set X there are collections (5 of subsets such that there 

does not exist a maximal collection IS :::i IS with the property that 

PIS= PIS. (In the preceding example,take for instance IS= 0). 

3.4. Theorem. Let X be a set. For every family IS of subsets of X 

we have 

2 plS = py(IS Up IS). 

Proof. In proposition 2.6 we found that 
3 plS C p IS or 

2 
plS n P <P (5) = plS. 

The intersection of a member of plS and a member of ylS is 

PIS 
3 

and hence a member of P IS. Lemma 2.4 implies that the 

of a member of 
2 yp IS and a member of PIS is a member of PIS 

all conditions of 3.1 are fulfilled. It follows that 

a member of 

intersection 

and therefore 

2 2 3 
P <IS u P (5) = PIS n P <P (5) = PIS n P IS = plS. 

An application of Alexander's theorem (py = p) yields the required 

results. 

Alternative proof. This theorem can also be proved using the 

following 
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Lemma (P. Bacon). 

If E5 and l: are collections of subsets of a set X, then 

Proof. If CE P(Ei U Z),then C is &compact and Z-compact. Moreover, 

CE PY(Ei U !t) and this implies that C is compact relative to the family 

consisting of all intersections of a member of E5 with a member of l:. 
We conclude that 

P CEi u :t) c PEi n Pl'. n P c { s n TI s E ES & T E z} > • 

In order to prove the opposite inclusion we assume that 

o E PEi n Pl'. n P c{ s n TI s E ES & T E :rh 
and that@ is a subsystem of E5 U l'. which is centered in D. If@ consists 

merely of members of E5 or merely of members of l'.,then from DE PEi n Pl: it fol-

lows that (n @) n D / 0. If@ consists of members of both E5 and Z,then 

we select s 1 E E5 n@ and T1 E Zn@. Then the system 

@' = {s1 n ala E@ n T} u {T1 n ala E@ n Ei} 

is a subsystem of 

{s n Tis E El & TE z}, 

which is centered in D and satisfies the equality 

n @' = n @. 

It follows that 

en@> no= en@') no 1 0. 

We conclude that in every case (n @) n D / 0. Consequently 

D E P (El U Z) 

and therefore 

P cES u :t> ::) PEi n Pl'. n P <{ s n Tl s E ES & T E !:r} > • 

This proves the lemma. 
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2 Proof of theorem 3.4. If we replace l'. by p 15,then we obtain 

Proposition 2.6 and proposition 2.9 imply that 

Hence we have 

2 
P(Ei n P 6) = PEi 

and from Alexander's lemma it follows that 

2 pe; = py(e; n P 6>. 

3.5. Remark. This theorem can be seen as a strengthening of 

Alexander's theorem. The family 6 = y(Ei U p2
6) contains the collection 

ye; and all finite subsets of X. Moreover, at the end of this section we 

will prove that in many cases 6 is the largest family of subsets of X 

with the property that Pei= Pei. 

3.6. Proposition. For every collection of subsets 6 of a set X, 

the following relation holds! 

2 3 = P (p 6 U P 6). 

Proof. We first show that 

2 
P ces u P6> = pe; n P es, 

then we show that the rest of the equalities follow from 2.11. From 

proposition 2.9 and Alexander's theorem it follows that the intersection 
2 2 

of a member of ye; with a member of p y6 n py6 is a member of p y6, and 

hence 
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On the other hand, let D be a member of ypl5 and let Ebe a member of 

P215 n pl5. Then there is a system of sets (£ C pl5 such that n (£ = D. 
2 If C E (£, then C n E E p 15 by lemma 2 .4, and therefore 

by theorem 2. 5. Let c1 be an arbitrary member of (£, then c1 E pl5, 
and from lemma 2.4 it follows that 

D n E = cl n (D n E) E pl5. 

Consequently 

(ii): {n n Eln E PYl5 & EE PIS n P215} c PIS. 

From (i), (ii) and lemma 3.1 we conclude that 

P (15 U pl5) = PIS n 0
215. 

Now if we apply this equality to PIS we find 

2 2 3 2 P(Pl5 UP 15) = P 15 n P 15 = PIS n P 15 (cf. 2.11). 

Moreover, applying the same equality to P
215 yields 

3 2 2 = P 15 n P 15 = PIS n o 15. 

This proves the proposition. 

The following proposition deals with the problem of determining 

conditions on a set X and a collection of subsets 15 which guarantee -that there exists a maximal family 15 with the property that PIS= PIS. 
From proposition 3.2 it is clear that if 15 is such a maximal family, 

then 15 c 15, and the family 15 is the only maximal family, so the 

greatest, with P6 = PIS. 

3.7. Proposition. Let X be a set and let 15 be a collection of 

subsets of X. If we define 
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!t ={A/ACX & eve E pE5)(A n CE p(5)}, 

then a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 

maximal family 6 with the property that p6 = p(5 is that p!;r = p(5, 

In this case 6 = l'.. 

Proof. To see the necessity, suppose that there exists a maximal 

family (5 with the property that p(5 = p6. We prove that !t = 6 and 

p(5 = pl'.. 

Let TE !r. Then {T} is a collection of subsets of X and every 

subset of Xis compact relative to {T}. It follows easily that 

Let c0 be a member of p(5 and let s0 be a member of y(5, Clearly 

Since TE Z we also have 

c0 n TE p(5 = p6. 

Hence we may apply lemma 3.1 to obtain 

~ 
From the assumption that E5 is maximal it follows that TE (5 and hence 

Now we suppose that there exists an s0 E 6 such that s0 l l'.. Then 

by definition of l: there exists a set c0 E P(5 such that 

From this it is easy to see that c0 i p(5 which contradicts the 

assumption that p(5 = p(5. We conclude that (5 cl'.. 

Therefore l'. = (5 and pl'.= p(5 = p(5. 

To see the sufficiency, suppose that p(5 = pl'.. We will prove that 

l'. contains every system (5' with the property that p(5' = p(5. 

Suppose that S' is a member of such a system (5', Then 
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(S' n C') E p6' for every C' E P6'. 

Since p6' = p6 we have by definition S' E !l. This proves that% 

contains every system 6' with p6 = P6' and so% is the unique maximal 

collection of subsets of X with the property that it has the same 

collection of compact sets as 6. This proves the proposition. 

3.8. Theorem. Let X be a set. For any collection 6 of subsets 

of X we have that 

Moreover, these conditions imply that 

2 Proof. Since P6C P 6, every centered subsystem of p6 has a non-

empty intersection. It follows that XE P
26 and proposition 2.9 implies 

that 6 C P
26. 

If we put 

% = { A I eve E P6> <A n c E p(5) }, 

2 then we must prove that p 6 = !l. Lemma 2.4 implies that every member 

of p26 is a member of !l. 
Conversely, let TE%. Since every centered subsystem of p6 has 

a non-empty intersection,it follows easily that every subsystem of p6 

which is centered in T has a non-empty intersection with T. This proves 

that T E p26 and so !l = p26. 
3 Finally,we remark that 3.4 implies that in this case p6 = p 6. 

Theorem 3.8 and proposition 3.7 show that there are families of sub-· 

sets 6 such that the family derived in 3.4 is maximal with respect to the 

properties of containing 6 and having the same compact sets as 6. It is 

easy to see that the conditions of theorem 3.8 are fulfilled for every 

closed subbase of a space in which compact implies closed, in particular 

a Hausdorff space. 



Chapter II 

Anti spaces 

This chapter is mainly concerned with establishing and investigating 

a one to one correspondence between two classes of antispaces. This one to 

one correspondence is based on two equalities of the previous chapter, i.e. 
2 2 4 2 F ·t . . d yp = p and p P . or our purposes 1 is more convenient to consi er 

minusspaces (cf. def. 2.1) rather than topological spaces. In particular we 

consider those minusspaces in which the collection of squarecompact subsets 

coincides with the collection of closed subsets of the space and we call 

such a space an antispace. There exists a natural one to one mapping from 

the class of antispaces onto itself which assigns to every antispace another 

space on the same set in which the collection of compact subsets of 

the original space coincides with the collection of closed subsets 

of the second space. 

The most important class of antispaces is the class of topological 

antispaces or C-spaces which is closely related to the class of compactly 

generated spaces. 

We give a survey of the theory of C-spaces in the first section. 

In the second section we introduce the notion of an antispace and 

establish the correspondence between C-spaces and compact antispaces (also 
* called C -spaces), together with some basic properties. 

The third section is devoted to subspaces and sumspaces of C-spaces 

* and C -spaces. In this section we also introduce the notion of an antisub-

space, which enables us to characterize the class of all antispaces. 
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1. C-spaces 

1.1. Definition. A topological space (X,~ is called a C-space 

provided that a subset of the space is closed iff it has a compact 

intersection with every closed compact subset of the space. 

A topological space is called a CC-space provided that every 

compact subset of the space is closed. 

Observe that every Hausdorff space is a CC-space. 
The definition of a C-space is closely related to the well known 

definitions of a k-space and of a compactly generated space (cf. [3], 

[4], [9] p. 5). A topological space is called a k-space provided that 

a subset in the space is closed iff it has a closed intersection with 

every closed compact subset of the space. A Hausdorff k-space is 

called a compactly generated space. 

1.2. Proposition. A topological space Xis a C-space if and 

only if it is a CC-space and a k-space. 

Proof. Let X be a C-space. If c0 is a compact subset of X, 

then it has a compact intersection with every closed compact set and 

so is closed. It follows that Xis a CC-space. 

If A is a subset of X \"hich has a closed intersection with 

every closed compact subset of X, then it has a compact intersection 

with every closed compact subset of X and hence is closed. This means 

that X is _a k-space. 

Conversely, let X be a CC-k-space and let A be a subset of X 

which has a compact intersection with every closed compact subset of 

the space. Then from the fact that X is a CC-space it follows that 

A has a closed intersection with every closed compact subset of the 

space. Then A is closed, because 

Xis a C-space. 

X ls a k-space. This proves that 

1.3. Proposition. A CC-space which satisfies the first axiom of 

countability is a Hausdorff C-space (compare with [7] p. 231 and [9] 

p. 5, 6). 

Proof. Let X be a first countable CC-space and suppose that 

P and q are two points of the space that have no disjoint neighbourhoods. 
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Let 

{u.liEN} 
]. 

be a countable neighbourhoodbase at p such that Ui+l c Ui and let 

{v.liEN} 
]. 

be such a neighbourhoodbase at q. We choose a sequence of points 

{x. Ii EN} such that x. EV. n U. and pt x. t q. This sequence 
]. ]. ]. ]. ]. 

converges to both p and q, and hence fxi} U {p} is not closed. How-

ever, {xi}iEN U {P} is compact. This is a contradiction, since X 

is a CC-space. It follows that X is a Hausdorff space. 

Let A be a non-closed subset of X. Then there exist an accumu-

lation point p of A which does not belong to A and a sequence 

{p. Ii EN} in A which converges top. Then {p.} U {P} is compact and 
]. ]. 

hence closed but its intersection with A is not compact. It follows 

that there exists a closed compact subset of X which has a non-compact 

intersection with A. Therefore, X must be a C-space. 

1.4. Proposition. A locally compact CC-space is a C-space (compare 

with (9lp. 5, 6 and [7] p. 231). 

Proof. Suppose that X is a locally compact CC-space and 

that A is a subset of the space such that An C is compact for every 

closed compact set C. If pis a point of the space which is not a 

member of A, then p has a compact neighbourhood C which is closed p 
since Xis a CC-space. By assumption An C is closed and does not p 
contain p,which implies that C \ A is still a neighbourhood of p. p 
Hence pis not an accumulation point of A and it follows that A 

contains all of its accumulation points. Therefore A is closed and 

X is a C-space. 

1.5. Corollary. Every compact CC-space is a C-space. 

In a compact CC-space, the collection of closed sets coincides 

with the collection of compact sets. Therefore every strictly coarser 
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topology on the underlying set cannot be CC and every strictly finer 

topology fails to be compact. We now introduce the notion of maximal 

compactness and prove that a space is maximal compact if and only if 

it is compact CC (cf. [8], [3]). 

1.6. Definition. A topological space (X,!t) is called maximal 

compact provided that Xis compact relative to the topology !t, but 

fails to be compact in every strictly finer topology. 

1.7. Proposition. A topological space (X,!t) is maximal compact 

if and only if it is compact CC (cf. [8]). 

Proof. Suppose that (X,Z) is maximal compact, and let C be an 

arbitrary compact subset of (X,!l). In order to prove that C is closed, 

we suppose that@' is a subsystem of the collection of closed subsets 

of (X,!t) such that@' U {c} is centered. Then 

en@'> n c J 0. 

If we denote the collection of closed sets by@, then Xis compact 

relative to@, to@ U {c} and also toy(@ U {c}). This collection 

y(@ U {c}) is the collection of closed subsets of a topology on X 

which is finer than (or equal to) the topology !t. From the assumption 

that (X,l'.> is maximal compact it follows that@= y(@ U {c}) and so 

CE@. 

We conclude that every maximal compact space is a compact CC-space. 

Conversely, we have seen in 1.5 that every compact CC-space is a 

maximal compact space. 

1.8. Proposition. The one point compactification of a C-space 

is a maximal compact space. 

Proof. Let (X,!t) be a non-compact C-space and let p be a point 

which is not a member of X. Now we define the topology %*on XU {p} 
* in the usual way. !t contains every set of !l, and the complements of 

closed compact subsets of X. Of course (XU {p}, 'X*) is compact. 

In order to prove that (XU {p}, i'°) is a CC-space we suppose 
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that C is a compact subset of (XU {p}, z*). If Cc x, then it is closed 

in (X U {p}, z*) by definition. Therefore we suppose that p E c. Let 

D be an arbitrary closed compact subset of (X,!t). If C n Dis empty, 

then C n Dis compact in (X,!t). If C n DI 0 then we suppose that@' 

is a subsystem of the collection of closed subsets of (X,!l) which is 

centered in C n D. Then the system 

is a subcollection of the collection of closed sets in (XU {p}, ~*) 
and it is also centered in C n D. Since Xis a C-space Dis closed 

and C is compact in (XU {p}, ~*). It follows that 

<n @") n c n n I 0. 

The set D does not contain the point p since it is a subset of X and so 

<n @'> n <c \ {p}> n n 1 0. 

Therefore, in both cases,if C n DI 0 or if c n D = 0,we have that 

(C \ {p}) n Dis compact in (X,!t). Hence the set C \ {p} has a compact 

intersection with every closed compact subset of (X,!l). It follows that 

C \ {p} is closed in (X,!l) and thus C is closed in (XU {p}, 'l:,*). We 
conclude that (XU {p}, z*) is a compact CC-space which proves the 

proposition (cf. 1.7). 

1.9. Remark. The preceding proposition shows that the class of 

C-spaces is not merely a class containing all locally compact Haus-

dorff spaces, but also a generalization of this class, since every 

member of the class has a one point compactification within the class. 

Moreover, it follows from 1.3 that every metrizable space is a C-space. 

Every C-space is completely determined by its collection of com-

pact sets. This property suggests that there is a relationship between 

the compactness operator and the class of C-spaces, and also a relation-

ship with the class of compactly generated spaces. 

Finally we observe that the class of maximal compact spaces can be 

considered as a generalization of the class of compact Hausdorff spaces, 

since in both classes the collection of compact subsets coincides with 

the collection of closed subsets and in both classes every one to one 
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continuous function from a member of the class into a member of the 

class is a homeomorphism. 

1.10. Proposition. Let y be a subspace of the C-space X 

If Y is open or closed in the topology of X, then Y is a C-space 

(compare with [1]). 

Proof. Let Y be a closed subset of X and let A be a subset of 

Y which has a compact intersection with every closed compact subset of 

Y. Then A 

subset of 

closed in 

has also a compact intersection with every closed compact 

X 

y 

and hence A is closed in 

and so y is a C-space. 

x. This implies that A is 

Suppose that Y is open in X and that G0 is the complement of 

Yin X. Let A be a subset of Y which has a compact intersection with 

every closed compact subset of Y. In order to prove that A is 

closed in y it suffices to prove that AU G0 is closed in X. 

Suppose that AU G0 is not closed in 

closed compact subset c0 of X such that 

x. Then there exists a 

is not compact. Therefore there exists a system of closed sets@' in 

X which is centered in (AU G0 ) n c0 and such that 

Since G0 is closed and c0 is compact, G0 n c0 is a compact subset of 

X and, therefore, there exists a finite subsystem of@', 

{G. Ii = 1, 2, ... , n1, 
]. 

with the property that 

If we define 

n 
c n Gi> n c0 n G0 0. 
i=l 

n 
c n Gi> n c0 , 
i=l 
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then clearly c
2 

is a closed compact subset of Y. Then by assumption 

the set An c2 is compact. On the other hand,it follows easily that@' 

is centered in An c2 , whereas 

This is a contradiction which shows that AU G0 is closed in X. 

Therefore A is closed in 

proves the theorem. 

y and so y must be a C-space. This 
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2. Minusspaces and antispaces 

2.1. Definition. An ordered pair (X,@) consisting of a set X and 

a collection@ of subsets of Xis called a minusspace iffy@~@ (i.e. the 

collection@ is closed under the forming of finite unions and arbitrary 

intersections of non-empty subfamilies of @ @ is .called a minustopology 

for X. The members of@ are called the closed subsets of (X,@) and the 

complements of members of@ are called open subsets of the minusspace. 

Observe that (X,y(5) is a minusspace for every collection E5 of subsets 

of X. 

2,2. Remark. In the sequel a "space" will mean a "minusspace" 

However, if confusion with "topological space" is likely, we will use 

the words minusspace or topological space, Recall that in a minus-

space it is not necessary that the empty set and the entire 

set are closed. This is a consequence of the definition of the operator 

y. In the following we shall occasionally use notions such as "subspace", 
11 homeomorphism11

, "continuous function", "quotient space" when we 

deal with minusspaces. The definitions of these notions are completely 

analogous to the corresponding definitions for topological spaces and 

so we shall not formulate them explicitly. The definitions of C-space, 

CC-space, etc. for minusspaces are precisely the same as the definitions 

for topological C-spaces, resp. ,CC-spaces; we merely have to replace 

the word topological space by minusspace. The definition of a minusspace 

is equivalent to the definition of a topological space for many classes 

of spaces that are usually studied. If a space contains two disjoint 

closed sets,then the empty set is closed and if a space contains two 

disjoint open sets,then the entire set is closed. Every C-minusspace 

is a topological space because both the empty set and the entire set 

have a compact intersection with every closed compact set and hence 

they must be closed. 

Every topological space is a minusspace and every minusspace can 

be changed into a topological space by the adjunction of the empty set 

and the entire set to the collection of closed subsets, Almost every 

theorem for topological spaces, resp., for minusspaces can be reformu-
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lated for minusspaces, resp., for topological spaces with occasionally 

a comment on the empty set and the entire set. 

If we define the closure of a set A to be the set of all points 

p such that every open set which contains p intersects A, then the 

notion of a minusspace has the disadvantage that the closure 

of a set in the space need not be closed. Indeed,the closure of a set is 

not closed if and only if the set is dense (i.e.,every non-empty open 

subset intersects it) and the entire set is not closed. Observe that in 

this case the closure of a set is not the intersection of all closed 

sets containing the given set. 

We now reformulate theorem 1.2.5 in the following way: 

2.3, Theorem. If Xis a set and if 6 is a collection of subsets 
2 of X, then p 6 is a collection of closed sets in a minusspace on X. 

2.4. Definition. An unordered pair of minusspaces on the same set 

{(x,@1 ),(X,@2 )} is called an antipair if and only if @2 = P@1 and 

@1 = p~2 . A member of an antipair is called an antispace and if 

{(X,@1 ),(X,@2 )} is an antipair, then (X,@.i_) is called the anti-image 

of (X,@2 ) and conversely. 

2.5. Remark. From the definition it follows that (X,@) is an anti-

space if and only if p2@ =@ and,in this case,the unordered pair 

{(X,@),(X,p@)} is an antipair. By definition this is the only antipair 

which contains (X,@) and so every antispace (X,@) has a unique anti-

image, i,e.,(X,P@), Observe that 0 E@ for every antispace (X,@). 

2 
2.6. Theorem. If (X,@) is an arbitrary minusspace,then (X,P @) is 

. 3 an antispace and its anti-image is (X,p @). 

Proof. Follows immediately from theorem I.2.7 and the preceding 

remark. 

This theorem remains valid for every set X and every collection 
2 of subsets 6, i.e. ,(X,p 6) is an antispace and its anti-image is 

3 (X,p 6). This follows from I.1.9. 
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2.7. Definition. A minusspace (X,@) is called compact provided 

* that XE P@. A compact antispace is called a C -space. 

2.8. Theorem. For every minusspace (X,@) the following statements 

are equivalent. 

(i) (X,@) is a C-space. 

(ii) (X,@) is a topological space and an antispace. 
* (iii) There exists a C -space (X,R) such that p~ = @. 

(iv) (X,@) is a CC-antispace. 

Proof. The pattern of proof is (i) (i). 

(i) (ii). Suppose that (X,@) is a C-space. Then it is a· topolog-

ical space (cf. 2.2). Every compact subset of the space is closed 

(cf. 1.2) and so every centered system of compact sets has a non-empty 

intersection, which implies that the set X itself is squarecompact. 

From I.2.9 it follows that every closed set is squarecompact, i.e. 

@ C P2 @. 

In order to prove that every squarecompact set is closed, we take 

any squarecompact set A. It follows from I.2.4 that A has a compact 

intersection with every compact (and hence closed) subset of (X,@). 

A is closed since (X,@) is a C-space. This implies that every square-

compact subset of (X,@) is closed. We conclude that (X,@) is a topolog-

ical antispace. 

(iii). Suppose that (X,@) is a topological antispace. Then 

(X,P@) is also an antispace, and from XE@= p
2@ it follows that 

(X,P@) is a compact antispace, i.e. a c*-space and (X,@) is the anti-

* image of this C -space. 

(iv). Let (X,R) be a compact antispace with the property 

that @=PR. Then (X,@) is an antispace (cf. 2 .5). (X,.R) is a compact 

antispace which implies that R c p~ =@.Therefore p@ = c @, which 

means that (X,@) is a CC-space. This proves that (X,@) is a CC-antispace. 

(i). Suppose that (X,@) is a CC-antispace and suppose that 

A is a subset of X which has a compact intersection with every compact 

subset of (X,~). Let~• be a system of compact subsets which is centered 

in A, and let c
0 

be a member of~•. Then~• can be considered as a 
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system of closed sets which is centered in c0 n A. The set c
0 

n A is 

compact and therefore 

This implies that A is squarecompact and hence A is closed. It follows 

that (X,@) is a C-space. 

2.9. Remark. From this theorem it follows that the class of C-
* spaces is closely related to the class of C -spaces. There exists a 

well defined one to one correspondence between these classes, namely, 
* every C -space is the anti-image of one and only one C-space and 

conversely. Every antispace determines its anti-image completely and 

therefore every property of the anti-image corresponds to some proper-

ty of the original antispace. The topology on a C-space is (not 

necessary strictly) finer than the minus-topology on the corresponding 
* C -space because the identity function is continuous. 

It is easy to see that a space is maximal compact if and only if 

* it is both a C-space and a C -space. (Observe that a maximal compact 

space is a compact antispace.) In this case the space is the anti-

image of itself and its antipair consists of two identical spaces, 

It seems reasonable to ask if every antispace is a C-space or 

* a C -space. The answer to this question is in the negative. It is even 

possible to find an antipair consisting of two homeomorphic minusspaces 

such that neither is a C-space. We show this in the following examp~e. 

Example. Let X be the set of real numbers and let@ be the 

collection of all subsets of X which are bounded to the left and 

closed in the usual real-line topology.It is easy to see that (X,@) 

is a minusspace. A subset A of (X,@) is a member of p@ if and only 

if it is bounded to the right and closed in the usual topology on X. 

Therefore { (X,@),(X,p@)} is an antipair consisting of two homeomorphic 

spaces. Clearly, neither is a C-space, since every C-space is a topo-

logical space. 
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2.10. Prq:iosition. If (X,@) is a CC-space, then (X,p@) is a 
* C -space. 

2 2 Proof. By definition P@ C @ and hence p@ c p @. Therefore X E p @, 

since every centered subsystem of p@ has a non-void intersection. Now 
2 theorem I.3.8 implies that@ c P@ and from I.3.4 it follows that 

3 
P@ = P @. We conclude that (X,p@) is a compact antispace, which 

proves the proposition. 

2 2.11. Proposition. If (X,P @) is a C-space, then (X,p@) is a 
* C -space. 

2 . Proof. (X,P @) is a C-space and hence a CC-space. This implies 
2 3 

that P @:::) P @:::) P@ (cf. I.2.6). We may apply again I.3.8 and I.3.4 

and the proposition can be proved in the same way as the preceding 

proposition. 

2.12. Theorem. If (X,@) is an arbitrary minusspace, then 
2 * (X,P@ n P @) is a C -space. 

Proof. Clearly (X,Y(@ UP@)) is a CC-minusspace and from I.3.6 
2 

it follows that P@ n P @ is its collection of compact subsets. Now the 

theorem follows from 2.10. 

2.13. Corollary. If (X,@) is an arbitrary minusspace, then 

(X,P (P@ n P 2@)) is a C-space. 

2.14. Remark. It is well known that for every Hausdorff space 

(X,!t) there exists a uniquely defined k-space (x,:t) with the same 

collection of compact sets (cf. [7] p. 241, [1]). (X,!t) is the image 

of (X,!t) under a one-to-one continuous mapping. We shall call (X,%) 

the k-expansion of (X,!t). This k-expansion is usually defined in the 

following equivalent way: 

If (X,!O is a (topological) Hausdorff space, and@ is its collection 

of closed sets, then we define the k-expansion as the topological 

space which has the collection 
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@ = {Aj (V C E P@) (A n C E @)} 

as its collection of closed sets. It is easy to see that the k-expansion 

of any Hausdorff space is a C-space. 

The preceding corollary now suggests the following definition of 

the C-expansion (X,@) of any minusspace (X,@): 

- 2 @ = P (P@ n P @) . 

It follows that the identity mapping from (X,@) to (X,@) is 

continuous. Furthermore, if (X,@) is a CC-space, or even if (X,p@) 
* is a C -space, then P@ and P@ are identical collections of sets (cf. 

I.3.8). It is easy to see that if the k-expansion of a topological 

space is defined, then it coincides with the C-expansion. 
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3. Subspaces and sumspaces of antispaces 

In this section we study the one-to-one correspondence between 

* the class of C-spaces and the class of C -spaces which we found in 
* 2,9. We will prove theorems in the theory of C -spaces with corre-

spond to theorem 1.8 and 1.10 in the theory of C-spaces. In the theory 
*· of C -spaces we will define the notion of an antisubspace which corre-

sponds to the notion of a (topological) subspace in the theory of 

C-spaces. We show that the correspondence between C-spaces and 

spaces is not entirely invariant under the taking of subspaces and 

antisubspaces. The notion of an antisubspace is also useful for the 

investigation of minusspaces in general. For example, we shall.give a 

characterization of the class of antispaces which is based on the 

notion of an antisubspace. 

3.1. Definition. A minusspace (X,@) is an antisubspace of the 

minusspace (Y,(5) iff X c Y and 

@ is called the anti-relative minustopology on X and the identity 

mapping from (X,~) into (Y,(5) is called an anti-embedding. 

Remark. Observe that the relative minustopology on Xis defined, 

as usual, by 

@ = {x n sis E rs}. 
In this case (X,@) is called a minussubspace of (Y,(5). 

Furthermore, if (X,@) is an antisubspace of (Y,(5), then Ac Y 

is &compact implies that An X =A\ (Y \ X) is @-compact, since 

every centered subsystem of@ is a centered subsystem of rs. 
The following theorem corresponds to 1.8. 

* 3.2. Theorem. Every C -space can be anti-embedded in a maximal 

compact space by the adjunction of one single point. 

* Proof. Let (X,@) be an arbitrary C -space and let p be a point 

which is not an element of X. We define Y =XU {p} and 
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It is easy to see that (X,@) is an antisubspace of the minusspace 

(Y,6). 

In order to prove that (Y,6) is a compact space, we assume 

that 6' is a centered subsystem of 6. If 6' does not contain a member 

of@, then n 6' contains p and thus the intersection of 6' is not 

empty. If 6' contains a member G0 of@, then the system 

is centered and has the same intersection as the system 6'. 6 11 is a 
2 subsystem of@. (For, if A E@ pX@ and BE PX@,then according to 

2 lemma I.2 .4 we have both A n B E p@ and A n B E p @ = @.) (X,@) is 
* a C -space and hence a compact space. It follows that 

0 ,1,. n 6" = n 6' . 

We conclude that (Y,6) is compact. 

In order to prove that (Y,6) is a CC-space, we assume that A is 

a compact subset of (Y,6). If A contains p, then (A\ fp}) must be 

compact relative to@ (cf. remark 3.1) and hence A is a member of 6. 

If A does not contain p, then A is a subset of X which is compact 
2 relative to P@. Therefore A E P @, i.e.,A E @. Consequently in both 

cases A E 6, and we conclude that (Y,6) is a compact CC-space (hence 
a topological space) and so by 1.7 is a maximal compact space. 

3.3. Lemma. A minusspace (X,@) is an antispace if and only if 

the following two conditions are satisfied: 

(i) There exists a minusspace (X,6) such that@= p6. 

(ii)@ contains every subset of X which has a @-closed inter-

section with every @-compact subset of (X,@). 

Proof. Suppose that (X,@) is an antispace. Then@= p2@ and@ 

is the collection of compact subsets in (X,p@). If a set A has a@-

closed intersection with every @-compact subset of X, then it is 

easily verified that A is P@--compact, i.e.,A EP(P@) = @. 

Conversely, suppose that (X,@) is a minusspace which satisfies 

both conditions. Then@= P6 for some collection 6 of subsets of X. 
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Hence 

2 3 p@ = p 6:::> pE5 =@ (cf. I.2.6) 

and therefore@ c p2@. 
2 2 In order to prove that P@ c@ we suppose that A E p @. Then 

A E P3E5 and An C is a member of p(:5 =@ for every set CE p2E5 (cf. 

I.2.10). Therefore A has an intersection belonging to@ with every 
2 member of P@ and this implies that A is closed. Hence p@ c@ and we 

conclude that (X,@) is an antispace. 

3,4. Theorem. An antisubspace of an antispace is an antispace 
* * and an antisubspace of a C -space is a C -space. 

Proof. The proof of this theorem will be carried out by showing 

that properties (i) and (ii) of 3.3 and the property of compactness 

for minusspaces are inherited by antisubspaces. 

Let (X,@) be a minusspace and let (Y,0) be an antisubspace of 

(X,@). 

(i) Suppose that@= PE5 for some collection E5 of subsets of X. 

Then E5 generates a minusspace (X,YE5). The minussubspace (Y,6') of 

(X,YE5) with the relative minustopology has the family 

PE5' = {CI C C y & C E PE5} 

as its collection of compact subsets, but this collection is equal to 

Oby definition. We conclude that if@ is the collection of compact 

subsets in some minusspace on X, then O is the collection of compact 

subsets in some minusspace on Y. 

(ii) Suppose that@ contains every subset of X which has a@-

closed intersection with every member of PX@. If c0 is a subset of X 

which belongs to PX@, then every subsystem of members of@ which is 

centered in c0 has a non-void intersection with c0 . Therefore every 

subsystem of members of Q which is centered in c0 has a non-empty 

intersection with c0 , and we conclude that c0 is compact relative 

to 0. Since every member of O is contained in Y it follows that 
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Now let B be a subset of Y such that B has an intersection 

belonging to O with every member of PtJ• Then also 

B n A E@ for all A E PtJ• 

Moreover, according to the preceding observation, 

C n Y E Pyl} for all C E Pi~l. 

Consequently, 

B n C = (B n Y) n C = B n (Y n C) E@ 

for all C E PX@. 
Therefore BE@. Since B c Y this implies BE J. 

From (i), (ii) and lemma 3.3 we conclude that (Y,0) is an antispace 

whenever (X,@) is an antispace. 

(iii) Now suppose that Xis compact relative to@. Then every cent-

ered subsystem of@ has a non-empty intersection with X and hence every 

centered subsystem of O has a non-empty intersection with Y. Thus Y is 

compact relative to 0, 
* This means that (Y,0) is a compact antispace, i.e.,a C -space 

* whenever (X,@) is a C -space. 

3.5. Corollary. If (X,@) is a C-space and (Y,(5) is a subspace of 
* (X,@), then (Y,p@) is both a C -space and an antisubspace of (X,p@) 

[.al though (Y ,(5) does not need to be a C-space J. 

3,6, Proposition. If (X,@) is a minusspace and (Y,(5) is an anti-

subspace of (X,@) with the property that X \ Y is compact relative to 

@, then 

P E5 = {c n Yic E P @} y X 

and (Y,YP(5) is a minussubspace of (X,YP@). 

Proof. The collection E5 is contained in@. Therefore, if C is 

compact relative to@, then every non-empty subsystem of E5 which is 

centered in Chas a non-empty intersection with C. This intersection 
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is contained in Y and hence C n Y is compact relative to 6. Therefore 

Next we suppose that K is a member of Py'5, but KU (X \ Y) 

is not a member of PX@. Then there exists a subsystem@' of@ which 

is centered in KU (X \ Y) with the property that 

en@'> n <Ku ex\ Y>> = 0. 

In particular 

en@'> n ex\ Y> = 0, 

and from the assumption that X \YE PX@' it follows that there exists 

a finite subfamily 

{a.Ji= 1, 2, ... , n}, 
l 

of@' with the property that 

n 

n 
< n Gi) n (X \ Y) = 0. 
i=l 

If we let G0 = n Gi, then G0 c Y. Since G0 E@ this implies that 
i=l 

G0 E '5. The sys tern 

is a subsystem of '5 which is centered in K. From the assumption that 

K is &compact it follows that 

0 ;, en @"> n K = en @' > n <K u ex \ Y> >. 

This is a contradiction. Consequently, if KE Py'5, then 

K U (X \ Y) E PX@. We conclude that 

P'5 c {c n yjc E Px@1 

and so 
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It now follows easily that (Y,YPy5> is a subspace of (X,YPX@). 

3.7. Theorem. Every antispace can be anti-embedded in a C-space 

by the adjunction of one single point. Moreover, every antispace can 

be embedded in a compact antispace by means of adjoining one point. 

Proof. Let (X,@) be an antispace and suppose that pis a point 

which is not in X. Define Z =XU {p}. In order to find a minustopol-

ogy 6 on Z such that (Z,6) is a C-space which contains (X,@) as an 

antisubspace, we first define a minustopology 15 on Z. Then we con-

struct 6 by means of 6. 

Define: 6= y(@U {c U {p}lc E Pill}. 

First we observe that (Z,15) is a CC-space. For, if A is an & 

compact subset of Z, then A is also @-compact and hence AU {p} E 6. 

If p EA this means that A E 6. If p A then it follows easily from 

the definition of 6 that A is also pX@--compact, :.e.,A E p~@ = @. 

In both cases A E 6, and we conclude that pz6 c 6, i.e., (Z,15) is a 

CC-space. 
2~ 

From 2.13 it follows that (Z,p 15) is a C-space. If we consider 

X as a subset in the minusspace (Z,15), then the induced anti-relative 

topology in X equals@; if we consider X as a subset in the minus-
2~ 

space (Z,p 15), then we denote by O the induced anti-relative topology 

on X. Furthermore, Z \ X = {p} is compact, both in (Z,6) and in 
2~ 

(Z,P 15). From proposition 3.6 it follows that 

p@ = {c n xjc E pl5} 

and 

Since (Z,15) is a CC-space, the proof of 2.11 implies that p6 = p36 
2 2 

and hence we conclude that p@ = pa and sop@= pa. The space (X,0) 
2~ 

is an antisubspace of the antispace (Z,P (5) and thus theorem 3.4 implies 

that (X,~) is an antispace. Therefore we have 

2 2 @ = p @ = p a = o 
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2 and (X,@) is an antisubspace of the C-space (X,p 6). 
We have proved now that every antispace can be anti-embedded in 

a C-space. Since (X,~) is an antispace, the space (X,yp@) = (X,P@) is 
. 2 2 3~ 3~ its anti-image. Moreover, since yp = p , we have (Z,YP 6) = (Z,P 5) = 

= (Z,yp5) = (Z,p5). Consequently 3.6 implies that (X,P@) is a subspace 

of (Z,P5>, while (Z,p5) is the anti-image of a C-space and hence a 
* C -space. 

The constructed compact antispace can be called the one point 

compactification of the antispace (X,P@). Observe that the collection 

of all complements of members of P@ n@ is precisely the collection 

of all open sets of (Z,P(5) which contain p. 

3.8. Corollary. (i). The class of all antispaces is precisely 

the class of all antisubspaces of C-spaces and is precisely the 

class of those subspaces of c*-spaces which have a compact complement. 

(ii). The anti-image of an antisubspace of a 

c*-space is equal to the C-expansion of the corresponding subspace 

of the corresponding C-space. 

(iii). Let (Y,5) be a subspace of a C-space 
2 . 2 (X,@). Then both (Y, p5) and (Y, p 5) are anti spaces and 6 c p 6. 

Proof. Assertion (i) follows immediately from 3.4 and 3.7, (ii) 

follows from 3.5. Assertion (iii) is an easy consequence from (ii) 

and 2.10. It indicates another definition of a subspace of a C-space, 
2 namely, (Y,p 5) can be considered as a C-subspace of (X,@) (compare 

with [10]). We will not investigate this notion any further in this 

treatise. 

3.9. Definition. Let {(X ,@)} EA be a collection of minusspaces 
Ct Ct Ct 

such that X. n XS = 0 if et /:. S. Let X = U X . 
a a.EA et 

1) If@= {ala C X & (Yet E A)(a n X E@ )},then (X,@) is a minus-
Ct Ct 

space. It is called the minussum of the collection {<xa,@a)}a.EA" 

2) If 6 = Y( U @a,), then also (X,5> is a minusspace. It is called 
a.EA 

the antisum of the collection {<xa,@a)}etEA' 
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Remark. If the collection A is finite, and if 0 E@. for all a, a 
then the minussum corncides with the antisum, but if A is infinite 

and if 0 E@ for all a, then the minustopology defined by the minus-
a 

sum is strictly finer than the minustopology induced by the antisum. 

If@ is an arbitrary closed set in the antisum, then G n Xa = 0 for 

all but a finite number of a's. Observe that if{(X ,@ )}are antispaces, a a 
then 0 E@ for all a, since 0 is always squarecompact. If{(X ,@ )} a · a.a 
are topological spaces, then the minussum coincides with the usual 

topological sum. 

3.10. Theorem. The minussum and the antisum of a disjoint 

collection of antispaces are both antispaces. The anti-image of the 

minussum of a collection of antispaces equals the antisum of the anti-

images of that collection of antispaces. 

Proof. Let {(x ,@) /a EA} be an arbitrary collection of disjoint a a 
antispaces which is indexed by the set A. Let (X,@) be their minussum, 

and assume that (X,E5) is the antisum of the collection of their anti-

images: 

{<xa,Px @a)/a EA}. 
a 

For convenience in the remainder of the proof, we use Pa to denote 
2 2 

Px and pa to denote PX • 
a a 

In order to prove that (5 = PX@ and@= pX(5 we prove in succession 

(ii) PX@ C (5; 

(iii) @ C pX(5; 

(iv) pX(5 C @. 

(i) Let SE (5 and let@' be a subsystem of@ which is centered 

in S. Clearly Smay be written in the form 
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where Ca E Pa 
i i 

of the sets Ca • 
i 

@a . Consequently@' must be centered in at least one 
i 

We may assume it is C 
ao 

Now let 

@''={an xa la E @•}. 
0 

Then @" is- a subcollection of @ 
C( 
0 

and since C E P ro it follows that 
ao ao "'ao 

Consequently, 

and hence S E PX@. We conclude that E5 c PX@. 

(ii) We first observe that 0 E @ct for every a, since (Xa,@ct) is an 

antispace. Consequently @ct c@ for every a. Now, let T be a subset of X 

which is not a member of E5. Then either there exists an index S such 

that T n XS i PS @s, or we can define an infinite subset A0 of A such 

that T n Xct i 0 if ct E A0 • In the first case it follows from @SC@, 
that there exists a subsystem @6 of @S which is centered in T n XS' 
whereas 

Since every member of @8 is contained in XS we have 

(n @p n T = 0 

and we conclude that Ti PX@. 
In the second case we choose a point pa E Xa n T for every a E A0 . 

For every a E A0 , let 

Pa = { Ps Is E A0 & s i a} • 

Since (Xs,@s> is an antispace, Ps is squarecompact and hence closed in 

(Xs,@s> for every SE A0 . Therefore Pa is a closed subset of (X,@). 
From the assumption that A0 is infinite it follows that the collection 
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{P la E A0 } is centered in T. However a . 

Consequently T t pX@ in both cases and hence pX@ c 6. 

(iii) Let GE@ and suppose that~• is a subsystem of U Pa @a 
aEA 

which is centered in G. Then~• is centered and it follows that there 

exists an a
0

, such that ~• c p @ , and 
ao ao 

Therefore (n ~•) n G 0, and hence 

We conclude that Gil c Pi5. 
(iv) Suppose that GI:.@. Then there exists an index S such that 

(G n XS) t @~. Since (XS,@S) is an antispace, this means exactly 

(G n XS) t PS (,\JS' and thus G n XS is not compact relative to pS @S. 

From p S @S c (5 it now follows that G I:. pX(5 and so pX(5 C @. 

3.11. Remark. It is easy to see that the minussum of a collection 

of C-spaces is a C-space. In this case the minussum is equal to the 

topological sum of these spaces. Therefore the antisum of a collection 

* * of C -spaces is a C -space. However a minussum of an infinite collection 
* * of C -spaces is never a C -space. This yields another method to construct 

antispaces, e.g.; a minusspace with cofinite topology can be considered 

as the antisum of a collection of one point spaces, and hence it is a 
* C -space. Its anti-image is the discrete space with the same cardinality. 

Furthermore, if {<xa,@a>}a is an arbitrary collection of minusspaces, 

then the collection of compact subsets of their minussum induces the 

same minustopology as the antisum of the family of spaces {<xa,YPa @a>}a, 
and also the collection of compact subsets of their antisum induces the 

same topology as the minussum of the family of spaces {<xa,YPa @a)}. 
These statements can be proved similar to the proof of 3.10. 

We will conclude this chapter with some propositions and remarks 

on continuous functions, quotient spaces and productspaces. 
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3.12. Definition. If X and y are two minusspaces, then a 
function f: X + Y is called a k-mapping provided that the inverse 

image under f of a compact subset in 

x. 
y is a compact subset of 

3.13. Proposition. If (X,@) and (Y,6) are antispaces, then a 

function f from (X,@) to (Y,6) is continuous, if and only if f is a 

k-mapping from {X,p@) to (Y,p6). 

Proof. Assume that f is a continuous function from (X,@) to (Y,6). 

Then the inverse image of a member of (5 is a member of@. Since 

Pi(5 = (5 and P~@ =@ this means that the inverse image of a member of 

P (5 = P (P6) is a member of p (p@) which implies that f is a k-mapping 

from (X ,P@) to (Y ,P 6). 

The converse is proved similarly. 

3.14. Proposition. If the CC-space (Y,6) is a quotientspace of a 

C-space (X,@), then (Y,6) is a C-space.(This is a corollary of [7] p.240.) 

Proof. Let f be a quotient mapping from (X,@) onto (Y,6) and 

suppose that Sis a subset of Y which has a compact intersection with 

every closed compact subset of (Y,6). If we assume that Sis not closed, 

then f-1 [s] is not closed either and hence there exists a compact subset 

C of (X,@) such that C n f-1 [s] is not compact in (X,@). The set 

C n f-1[s] is a non-compact subset of C. C is compact and hence closed. 

Consequently, C n f-1[s] is not closed. Therefore there exists a point 
-1 -1 

pin the closure of C n f [S] which does not belong to C n f [S]. 

It follows that p EC and hence p f- 1 [s]. This implies that 

The set f[C] is compact in (Y,6) and hence f[C] n Sis compact and 

closed in (Y,6) and therefore 

f-1 [s n f[cJJ 
-1 is closed in (X,@). Furthermore Cc f [f[C]] and hence pis in the 

closure of f-1 [s n f[c]J. This is a contradiction. We conclude that 
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Sis closed if and only if S has a compact intersection with every 

closed compact subset of (Y,15) and hence (Y,15) is a C-space. 

3.15. Remark. This proposition can be seen as a corollary of the 

well known result that the quotient spaces of a k-space are k-spaces 

(cf. [7]). It is natural to ask if every quotient space of a C-space 

is a C-space or, in particular, if a closed continuous image of a C-

space is a C-space. By means of the following counterexample we will 

show that this is not the case. 

Example. Consider the space consisting of two convergent 

sequences {Pili EN} and {qili EN} with limit points p 0 and q0 respec~ 

tively.It is easy to see that this space is a C-space. 

Let {r. Ii EN} be a sequence converging to two points r 0 and r • 
1 00 

Now we can define a mapping f which maps both pi and qi onto ri for 
every ii O and which maps p 0 onto r 0 and q0 onto r

00
• It is easy to 

see that f is a closed continuous mapping, but the quotient space is 

not a C-space. 

Until now we have not mentioned product spaces of C-spaces. We 

can investigate a notion of C-product by defining the C-product of 

a collection of C-spaces as the C-expansion of the usual topological 

prodµct of those spaces. This is actually carried out by N.E. Steenrod 

[10] forthe case of Hausdorff C-spaces. We shall not carry this inves-

tigations any further in this treatise. 



Chapter III 

Characterization of the notion of compactness 

In this chapter we investigate three problems concerning the 

notion of compactness in the class of Tychonoff spaces, in the class 

of C-spaces and in the class of all minusspaces. In the first section 

a characterization of the class of all compact Hausdorff spaces is 

given. The characterization is in terms of heredity for certain 

topological operations. 

The second problem concerns the characterization of the compact-

ness operator. We will give conditions for an arbitrary operator 

defined on the collection of closed subsets of a Tychonoff space, 

resp., a C-space to be the compactness operator. 

In the second section of this chapter we investigate the third 

problem which can be formulated as follows: Let X be a set and let~ 

be a collection of subsets of X. Find necessary and sufficient condi-

tions for~ which guarantee that~ is the collection of all compact 

subsets relative to a suitably chosen system (5 of subsets of X. Observe 

that, without loss of generality, (5 may be a minustopology or a topol-

ogy on X. 

We conclude this section with a set of unsolved problems. 
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1. Characterization of compact spaces and the compactness operator 

1.1. Theorem (DE GROOT). Let r be a class of topological spaces 

which satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) The topological product of any collection of members of r 
is a member of r. (Productively closed). 

(ii) Every closed subspace of a member of r is a member of r. 
(Hereditarily closed), 

(iii) If XE rand YE rand if Xis a subspace of Y, then Xis 

a closed subspace of Y. (Absolutely closed). 

(iv) Every closed continuous image of a member of r is a member 

of r. 
(v) The class r contains a space consisting of more than one 

point. 

Then r is precisely the class of all compact Hausdorff spaces. 

Proof. First we prove that every member of the class is Hausdorff. 

Suppose that Xis a member of r, then Xx Xis also a member of r (cf. 

condition (i)). The subspace of Xx X consisting of all points 

{(x,x)Jx Ex} is homeomorphic with X itself and hence a member of r. 

Condition (iii) implies that this subspace is closed in Xx X and so 

the space Xis a Hausdorff space. We conclude that every member of 

r is a Hausdorff space. 

Next we prove that the class of all compact Hausdorff spaces is 

a subclass of r. Let X be a member of r which consists of more than one 

point (cf. condition (v)). Since Xis Hausdorff it contains a closed 

discrete subspace consisting of two points. From condition (ii) it 

follows that the discrete space consisting of two points is a member 

of r. The Cantor set is homeomorphic with the countable product of 

discrete two point spaces, and so according to (i) it is a member of r. 

The closed unit interval is a closed continuous image of the Cantor 

space and hence it is contained in r (cf. condition (iv)). Moreover, 

every product of closed unit intervals is contained in r (cf. condition 

(i)) and since every compact Hausdorff space is a closed subspace of a 

product of closed intervals, it follows that every 
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compact Hausdorff space belongs tor. 

Next we prove that every member of r is a compact Hausdorff space. 

We know already that every member is Hausdorff; we only have to prove 

that every member is compact, Suppose that (Y,!t) is a member of r 
and suppose that G1 and G2 are two disjoint closed subsets of (Y,!t), 

We define a mapping f from Y into the power set of Yin the following 

way: 

(ii) f(p) = G2 iff p E G2 , 

Then the set f[Y] can be supplied with the quotient topology !t' with 

respect to Y and f. It is then easy to see that the function f is a 

closed continuous mapping from (Y,l) onto its quotient space (f[Y],!;t'), 

We conclude that ( f[Y] , l:') is a member of r and hence a Hausdorff space. 

In particular there exist two disjoint neighbourhoods U and V of the 

points f[G1 ] and f[G2] in the topological space (f[Y],!t'). It follows 

that f- 1 [u] and f- 1 [v] are disjoint neighbourhoods of the closed sets 

G1 and G2 in (Y,l). Hence we conclude that (Y,l) is normal. Therefore 

(Y ,l) has a Cech-Stone compactif.ication (Z,3). Since (Z,3) is a compact 

Hausdorff space it belongs tor. Then it follows from condition (iii) 

that (Y,l) is closed in (Z,3). This means that (Y,l) co'incides with 

(Z,3) and consequently is a compact Hausdorff space. 

1.2. Theorem. Let a be an operator which assigns to the collection 

of closed subsets in every Tychonoff space another collection of subsets 

of the same space. 

Then a is the compactness operator restricted to the class of 

Tychonoff spaces if and only if a meets the following requirements: 

(i) If@ is the collection of closed sets in a Tychonoff space 

(X,!t) then ax@ c @,(Closedness condition). 

(ii) If (A,!tA) is a subspace of (X,!t) and @A is the collection 

of closed subsets of (A,::t'.A) then oA@A = {clc c A & CE ox@}. 

(Subspace condition). 
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(iii): For every operator A which assigns to the collection of 

closed subsets of every Tychonoff space another collection 

of subsets of the same space and which satisfies (i) and 

(ii) (with CT replaced by A) then CT@:::, AG 
X X 

for the collection@ of closed sets in every Tychonoff 

space (X,!t). (Maximality condition). 

Proof. Let CT be an operator satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii). We 

prove that ox@= PX@ for the collection@ of closed subsets of every 

Tychonoff space (X,Z). We observe that every compact subset of a 

Tychonoff space is closed and hence PX(@) c @. This means, that p 

satiqfies condition (i). It is also well known that a subset of a 

topological space is compact if and only if it is compact in its 

relative topology. This implies that P satisfies condition (ii). We 

now apply (iii) to P and o and obtain 

p @C CT@ 
X X 

for the collection@ of closed subsets of every Tychonoff space. 

On the other hand, we know that for every compact Hausdorff 

space P@ =@ and therefore condition (i) implies that for compact 

Hausdorff spaces p@:::, o@. From the fact that every Tychonoff space 

can be embedded in a compact Hausdorff space and from condition (ii) 

it follows that pA@A:::, oA@A for every subspace (A,!lA) of a canpact 

Hausdorff space (X ,!l) . 

We conclude that p@:::, o@ for every Tychonoff space and hence 

p o on this class. 

1.3. Remark. The preceding theorem remains true if we replace the 

class of Tychonoff spaces by separable metric spaces. This follows 

easily from the fact, that every separable metric space can be embedded 

in the Hilbert cube - which is a compact metric space. 

It is not known if the theorem is true for CC-spaces since it is 

still an open question whether or not every CC-space can be embedded 

in a maximal compact space. 
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1.4. Theorem. Let cr be an operator which assigns to the collection 

of closed subsets in every C-space another collection of subsets of the 

same space. Then cr is the compactness operator restricted to the class 

of C-spaces if and only if cr meets the following requirements. 

(i) If@ is the collection of closed sets in any C-space (X,@), 

then crX@ c @. (Closedness condition). 
(ii) If (A,@A) is an open subspace of (X,@),then crA@A = 

= {clc c A & C E crx@}. (Open subspace condition). 
(iii) For every operator A which assigns to the collection of 

closed subsets in every C-space another collection of 

subsets of the same space and which satisfies (i) and (ii) 

(with cr replaced by A), then A@ c cr@ for the 

collection@ of closed subsets of every C-space. (Maximality 

condition). 

Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof qf 1.2; 

we merely have to replace "compact Hausdorff" by "maximal compact" and 

"subspace" by "open subspace". Then the theorem follows from II.1.8 and 

II.1.10. 

1.5. Remark. This theorem remains true if we replace the notion 

of "c-space" by the notion of "locally compact Hausdorff space". At 

this moment we do not know a method for characterizing the compactness 

operator in the class of all topological spaces. 
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2, Collections of compact subsets and problems 

In this section we will make some remarks on the following 

problem: Given a set X, characterize all collections i of subsets of 

X which are the collections of compact subsets relative to some other 

family of subsets of X. This problem seems to be difficult and re-

mains unsolved in its generality. However, we start this section with 

some necessary conditions for the collections i. Furthermore a 

characterization of all collections i which are the collections of 

compact subsets of antispaces is derived as a corollary of the 

previous chapter. 

2.1. Proposition. Let X be a set and let~ be a collection of 

subsets of X such that~ is the collection of compact subsets in some 

topology on X. Then 
2 

(i) p ~::::, ~-

(ii) The intersection of a member of~ with a member of P~ is a 

member of ~-

(iii) Every infinite member of~ contains an infinite proper sub-

set which is also a member of~-

(iv) is closed under the taking of finite unions and every 

finite subset A of Xis a member of~-

Proof. = p@ for some collection@ of subsets of X. Without loss 

of generality we may assume that@ is the collection of closed subsets 

in some topology on X. Now the first assertion is precisely proposition 

I.2.6 and the second assertion is precisely lemma I.2.4. In order to 

prove (iii) we assume that A is an infinite member of~ which does not 

contain a proper infinite subset belonging to~- For every GE@ we 

have that G n A belongs to~, which implies that G n A is finite or 

G n A= A. Now let B be an arbitrary proper subset of A. Then G n B 

is finite or G n B = B for every GE@. This means that Bis @-compact 

and hence a member of~. So from the assumption that no infinite 

subset of A belongs to P@ =~.we have derived that every subset of A 

belongs to P@ = i, This is a contradiction. Consequently for every 
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infinite set A E there exists a proper subset of A which is infinite 

and which is a member of~-

The fourth assertion is well known. 

2.2. Remark. It is easy to see that condition (i) of the preceding 

proposition follows from condition (ii). If we assume that y~ =~then 

condition (ii) also implies condition (iii). 

Furthermore we show by means of a counterexample that the conditions 

of 2.1 are not sufficient. 

Example. Let X be an uncountable set and let~ be the collection 

of all countable subsets of X. Then p~ consists of all finite subsets 
2 of X and every subset of Xis a member of p ~- Hence conditions (i) and 

(ii) are fulfilled. It is easy to see that~ also satisfies conditions 

(iii) and (iv) of 2.1. 
In order to prove that~ is not the collection of compact subsets 

relative to any family '5, we assume that '5 is a collection of subsets 

of X and that p(5 = ~. 
From Alexander's theorem it follows that we may assume without loss of 

generality that y'5 = 6. The set X itself is not compact and hence there 

exists a nest~ c 6 such that 0 i and n = 0. Now choose a point 

p1 EX and a set N1 E such that p1 £ N1 . Then we choose a point 

p2 E N1 and a set N2 E such that p2 t N2 • We proceed by choosing 

pi E Ni-land Ni E such that pi£ Ni. The set {pi};=l is a countable 

subset of X and the collection {Ni};=l is centered in {Pi};=l' whereas 

N.) 
l. 

It follows that the set {Pi};=l is countable but not &compact. This is 
a contradiction. We conclude that there exist no collection of subsets 

6 of X such that P6 = ~. 

2.3. Proposition. A collection~ of subsets of a set Xis the 

collection of compact subsets of an antispace X if and only if (X,~ 

is an antispace. A collection of subsets~ of a set Xis the collection 
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of compact sets of some CC-space on X if and only if (X,~) is 
space. 

Proof. Follows immediately from II.2.5 and II.2.10. 

2.4. Problems. 

a C -

(i) Is it possible to embed an arbitrary CC-space in a maximal 

compact space? 

(ii) If Xis a set and (5 is a collection of subsets of X, does 
3 yp(5 imply that p(5 = p (5? 

(iii) If X is a set and (5 is a collection of subse,ts of X such 
2 that P(5 = yp(5 and P (5 c P<5, does this imply that XE P<5? 

(iv) Let X be a set, and (5 a collection of subsets such that 

YPX(5 = px(5· Let A E p~(5. Is it true that under these conditions A is a 
3 member of PAZ' where Z is the collection of closed sets in the relative 

minustopology on A? 

Remark. It is easy to see that (ii) is equivalent with (iii) & (iv). 

(v) Let (X,!t> and (Y, .;3) be two C-spaces. Is it true that the 

intersection of two compact sets of their topological product is compact 

in the product topology? 
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SAMENVATTING 

Dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op een isomorfie principe van De 

Groot [4]. Het principe voegt aan elke topologische ruimte X uit een 

* belangrijke klasse, een andere ruimte X toe waarvan de collectie 

van alle niet-triviale gesloten verzamelingen samenvalt met de 

collectie van alle compact verzamelingen van X. Omgekeerd is dan 

ook het stelsel van alle compacte deelverzamelingen van x* gelijk 

aan het stelsel van alle gesloten verzamelingen van X. Tezamen met 

De Groot, Strecker en Herrlich werden de achtergronden en enkele ge-

neralisaties van dit principe onderzocht. De resultaten van dit 

onderzoek werden neergelegd in [5], [6], [11], [12] en in dit proef-

schrift. 

Verschillende problemen die verband houden met het isomorfie 

principe kunnen worden opgelost indien men het begrip compactheid 

plaatst tegen een verzameling theoretische achtergrond, waarbij de 

subbasis stelling van Alexander een belangrijke rol speelt. In dit 

verband voeren wij in het eerste hoofdstuk de compactheidsoperator 

pin, die aan elk stelsel 6 van deelverzamelingen van een verzameling 

X het stelsel p6 van alle deelverzamelingen van X toevoegt, die com-
1) 

pact zijn ten opzichte van 6 . Verder wordt een operator y gede-

finieerd, die aan een stelsel deelverzamelingen 6 het stelsel y:S 
van alle eindige verenigingen en willekeurige doorsneden van niet-

lege deelfamilies van 6 toevoegt. Ten opzichte van de gebruikelijke 

composities spannen de operatoren pen y een eindige halfgroep op die 

voldoet aan de volgende vier definierende relaties: 

le p 0 y = p (het lemma van Alexander), 

2e y 0 y = Y, 
3e y 0 ? = 2 p , 

4e 
4 2 p = p • 

1) Compact ten opzichte van een stelsel 6 betekent in dit proefschrift 

compact ten opzichte van 6 als 6 als gesloten subbasis wordt beschouwd. 
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Met dit formalisme kan bovendien een versterking van de stelling 

van Alexander bewezen worden, die als volgt luidt: Zij X een verzameling, 

5 een stelsel deelverzamelingen van X en E5 = y(5 U p215), dan is steeds 

p5 = p5, en in vele gevallen is 6 bet grootste stelsel van deelverzame-

lingen van X met de eigenscbap dat p6 = p5. 
Het tweede boofdstuk is vooral gewijd aan het isomorfie principe 

zelf. Reeds in bet oorspronkelijke artikel van De Groot [4] werd bet 

begrip "minusruimte" ingevoerd als generalisatie van bet begrip 

"topologiscbe ruimte". Een geordend paar (X,@) is een minusruimte, 

indien X een verzameling is en@ een stelsel van deelverzamelingen van 

X met de eigenscbap dat y@ = @. Een minusruimte (X,@) beet een- anti-

ruimte, indien p2@ = @. De belangrijkste klasse van antiruimten is de 

klasse der topologiscbe antiruimten of C-ruimten. Deze klasse bevat 

alle metriscbe ruimten en alle locaal compacte Hausdorff ruimten, en 

is nauw verwant met de klasse der k-ruimten, zoals die bij voorbeeld 

wordt gedefinieerd in [7] p. 230. Met de klasse der C-ruimten corres-

* pondeert de klasse der compacte antiruimten of C -ruimten. Met bebulp 

van bet begrip "antideelruimte" dat bijna correspondeert met bet begrip 

deelruimte voor C-ruimten wordt een karakterisering gegeven van de 
* klasse van alle C -ruimten en van de klasse van alle antiruimten, 

Hoewel de klasse der C-ruimten niet gesloten is onder de vorming van 

deelruimten wordt bier bewezen dat zowel de klasse der c*-ruimten 

als de klasse van alle antiruimten gesloten zijn onder de vorming 

van antideelruimten. 

In bet derde boofdstuk bestuderen wij bet volgende probleem: 

Geef noodzakelijke en voldoende condities voor een collectie van 

deelverzamelingen van een verzameling X, zodanig dat de collectie 

van alle compacte verzamelingen is ten opzicbte van een andere col-

lectie 5 van deelverzamelingen van X. Wij geven bier slecbts gedeel-

telijke oplossingen van dit probleem. Bovendien bescbouwen wij in 

dit boofdstuk een karakterisering van de compactbeids operator in de 

klasse van alle Tycbonoff ruimten en in de klasse van alle C-ruimten. 

Wij besluiten dit proefscbrift met het vermelden van een aantal 

onopgeloste problemen, die nuttig zouden kunnen zijn voor verder 

onderzoek van dit onderwerp. 
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I 

Elke topologische ruimte X kan worden ingebed in een semi-reguliere 

ruimte X, zodanig dat elk punt van X ligt in een deelruinite van X die 

homeomorf is met X. (Een ruimte heet semi-regulier indien er een basis 

m van open verzamelingen B bestaat met de eigenschap dat ii°= B.) 

G.E. STRECKER and E. WATTEL, A coherent embedding of 

an arbitrary topological space in a semi-regular space. 

Rapport Z.W. 1966-007, Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam. 

II 

Elke Hausdorffruimte kan worden ingebed in een minimale Hausdorff-

ruimte. 

G.E. STRECKER and E. WATTEL, On semi-regular and minimal 

Hausdorffembeddings. Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wet. 

A70-2 (1967) p. 234-237; Ind. Math. 29-2 (1967) p. 234-

237. 

III 

Gegeven zij een metrische ruimte (X, P), een topologische ruimte A 

en een a:ibeelding ·A + ,Pi\ van A in de collectie van alle zwak contra-

herende zelfafbeeldingen van X(<j, X + X heet zwak contraherend indien 

voor x, yEX, x ;i. y steeds p(,P(x), <j,(y))< p(x, y)). Voorts zij voor iede-

re A E A de afsluiting van .Pi\ (X) compact in X. 

Dan is de afbeelding x : A + X die aan \ EA toevoegt het (ondubbel-

zinnig bepaalde) dekpunt x(\) van <j,(\) continu, indien bovendien voldaan 

is aan de volgende voorwaarde: 

Voor iedere x 0 EX en "-o EA is er een omgeving U van x 0 zodanig dat 

voor iedere E > 0 een omgeving T van "-o bestaat met de eigenschap 

xEU en\ ET=> p(,P,._ (x), ,P,._(x}} < E. 
0 

P. van EMDE BOAS, J. van de LUNE and E. WATTEL, On the 

continuity of fixed points of contractions. Rapport 

Z.W. 1968-008, Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam. 



IV 

Bij dezelfde uitgangshypothesen als in stelling III geldt: 

De afbeelding x : A -->- X is continu indien bovendien voldaan is aan 

de volgende voorwaarden: 

De ruimte Xis locaal compact en de afbeelding 

(A, x) toevoegt ~A(x) is continu. 

Ax X-->- X die aan 

P. van EMDE BOAS, J. van de LUNE and E. WATTEL, On the 

continuity of fi«ed points of contractions, Rapport 

Z.W. 1968-008, Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam. 

V 

Een begrensde verzameling V van reele getallen is dan en slechts 

dan het waardengebiedvan een functie van begrensde variatie op het een-

heidsinterval, als het complement van V hoogstens aftelbaar veel compo-

nenten heeft. 

Vis dan en slechts dan het waardengebiedvan een een-eenduidige 

functie van begrensde variatie, indien bovendien de som van de afstanden 

van de niet-condensatiepunten van V tot de verzameling der condensatie-

punten van V convergent is. 

E. WATTEL and J. van de LUNE, On the range of 

functions of bounded variation. Rapport Z.W. 1968-010. 

Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam (Verschijnt binnenkort). 

VI 

Zij (X, X) een standaard topologische ruimte met als niet-standaard 

vergroting (met betrekking tot alle samenlopende relaties) (*X,*l:). 

Hoewel het lemma van Alexander geldt in de niet-standaard topologie en 

*X subbasis is voor een standaard topologie Q op X, is het niet moge-

lijk om ui t de compactheid van (-llx, *l:) de compactheid van (*X, Q) te 

concluderen. 

E. WATTEL, Niet standaard topologie, Syllabus collo-

quium "Onderwerpen uit de Modeltheorie", Mathematisch 

Centrum, Amsterdam (1967) p. 55 - 74. 

A. ROBINSON, Non-standard Analysis. North Holland 

Publishing Company, Amsterdam (1966) p. 89-122. 



VII 

Zij A een willekeurige multiplicatief geschreven halfgroep, 

zij a een element van A van oneindige orde en zij µ(n) het aan-

tal halfgroepvermenigvuldigingen dat nodig is om uit het element 

a het element ante bepalen. Dan geldt: 

µ(n) 1 + 1 ( 1 ) 
2 log n = 210g 210g n + 

0 2 10g 210g n 

Bovendien heeft 
210g n 

een absoluut maximum voor n = 71 met de waarde 

1,465 .... 

E. WATTEL and G.A. JENSEN, Efficient calculation of 

powers in a semigroup. Rapport Z.W. 1968-001, Mathe-

matisch Centrum, Amsterdam. 

VIII 

Indien f(x) een (volgens Von Neumann) bijna-periodieke (niet nood-

zakelijk continue) functie is op de additieve groep der reele getallen, 

dan bestaat bij elk punt x
0 

uit het definitiegebied een monotoon stijgen-

de rij xi met limiet x0 zodanig dat ~im f(xi) = f(x 0). 

Bovendien bestaat bij elke monot~n niet-dalende begrensde rij xi 

met de eigenschap dat de rij f(xi) convergeert, een monotoon dalende 

rij yi met de eigenschap <lat;:~ xi lim yi en lim f(yi) bestaat en ge-
.---,...,.., i-+<n i-+-ro 

lijk is aan ~::'. f(xi). 

IX 

Voor een continue functie y(x) op [o, oo) die voldoet aan de diffe-

rentie-differentiaal vergelijking 

x• y'(x) + y(x-1) = 0 

geldt lim x •y(x) = - Jl y(t)dt + y(l). 

x--I, o 
Indien 

O 
y(t)dt = y(1) dan geldt zelfs 

y(x) 

(x :, 1) 

(x ->- "'). 

J. van de LUNE and E. WATTEL, On the frequency of 

natural numbers m whose prime factors are all smaller 

than ma. Rapport Z.W. 1968-007, Mathematisch Centrum, 

Amsterdam. 



X 

De numerieke oplossing van de vergelijking 

x • y' (x) + y (x-1) = 0 (x > 1) 

met als randwaarde y(x) = 1 op O .::_ ·x .::_ 1, zoals die wordt gegeven door 

Bellman en Kotkin is grotendeels onjuist. Zo is bijvoorbeeld (als ge-

volg van afrondingsfouten) de door hen opgegeven waarde van y(20) onge-

veer een factor 10
20 

te groot. 

R. BELLMAN and B. KOTKIN, On the numerical solution of 

a differential-difference equation arising in analytic 

number theory, Math. of Comp. vol. 16 (1962) p. 473-

475. 

J. van de LUNE and E. WATTEL, On the numerical solu-

tion of a differential-difference equation arising in 

analytic number theory. Rapport Z.W. 1968-005 Mathema-

tisch Centrum, Amsterdam. 

XI 

Een hergroepering van de Nederlandse politieke partijen in een 

radicaal-socialistisch blok enerzijds en een democratisch-liberaal blok 

anderzijds is niet bevorderlijk voor de democratie. 

E. Watte!, Amsterdam, 3 juli 1968 




